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ECW Press,Canada, Canada, 2008. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Letterati spans the history of competitive Scrabble in North America
from the colourful hustlers of the 1960s New York game rooms, to the hard driving quantitative tile
pushers who dominate the game today with strategic skills and memorized vocabularies. Yet, there
is more to the history of Scrabble than just playing the game. There is a parallel plot line that
revolves around many of the top players, who over the years have wanted to see the game develop
through the outside sponsorship of tournaments, the unfettered publication of strategy books and
the encouragement of a professional class of players. Along the way the reader will learn about
how and why the Official Scrabble Dictionary was compiled, then expurgated in 1993, and now is
sold to the public without such words as jew as a verb, blowjob, or fatso, while club and
tournament players have their own word list, where some 200 such words are legal. The book also
covers the obsession that Scrabble becomes for those who play seriously, traits that make a top
player successful, how gender affects game play, and...
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ReviewsReviews

This type of book is everything and taught me to hunting ahead of time and more. It is actually rally interesting throgh looking at time period. You can
expect to like just how the article writer write this publication.
-- Murphy Price-- Murphy Price

Definitely one of the best ebook We have possibly go through. It usually does not charge a lot of. I am just pleased to inform you that this is actually the
greatest ebook i have got study in my own lifestyle and may be he greatest publication for actually.
-- Ms. Patsy D'Amore III-- Ms. Patsy D'Amore III
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